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Outstanding Results from DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR 2016!
The 18th edition of DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR took place on March 22-24, 2016 at the
Shanghai New International Expo Center, gathering 1,303 exhibitors from 39 countries and
attracting 50,398 trade visitors from more than 110 nations. An increase of 9.3% in the
visitors’ number compared to last year, shows clearly an upward trend on the audience’s
preference to the leading international flooring show in Asia Pacific. Both domestic and
international exhibitors were highly satisfied both by the professional visitors’ turnout and
their high quality, resulting in an outstanding onsite rebooking percentage of 62.8% on
exhibiting space for 2017.
“DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR 2016 was another successful event which reconfirmed the
leading position of the show in Asia Pacific. In particular, the increased number of both
exhibitors and visitors were a clear indication of the confidence that the flooring industry
players have on the show as the best platform to do business in the region“ said Mr. Martin
Folkerts, Director of Global Fairs at Deutsche Messe, one of the organizers of the show. “We
have got very positive feedback from our exhibitors who have especially highlighted the high
quality of the visitors and buyers for this edition. The show keeps increasing on both size and
quality and we are committed to continue in the same pace for the future editions."
Visitors from all around the globe discovered new trends, technologies and innovations in 12
halls covering a gross area of 140,000sqm and took part in more than 30 conferences, events
and seminars regarding flooring practices, applications and modern day challenges,
presented by world-renowned flooring experts, professionals and designers.

Quality International Networking and Business Match-Making Events
The first North American distributor delegation, consisting of 12 of USA’s most prominent
names in the industry, visited some of the biggest domestic exhibitors’ manufacturing sites
right before the show and met with their Chinese and Asian peers during the show. The
delegation was assembled with the cooperation of the Floor Covering Institute LLC, Floor
Covering Weekly and The North American Association of Floor Covering Distributors
(NAFCD). “I would like to thank the organizers for putting together such a special program.
The events and logistics were perfect and no detail was left to chance. Attending DOMOTEX
asia/CHINAFLOOR was extremely beneficial and valuable and I look forward to coming back
again” said Mr. Al Hurt, President of Ohio Valley Flooring and attendee of the delegation.
An international delegation of bamboo flooring buyers was also assembled within the frame
of the 2016 Bamboo Flooring Hosted Buyer Program, held in cooperation with the Anji
Commercial Bureau. The buyers’ delegation was welcomed by the regions officials on the
first day of the show while they toured the Anji Bamboo Pavilion which took up the entire E3
Hall. Right after the show, the delegation spent three days in Anji accompanied by
DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR representatives to visit local manufacturing sites and discuss
further business opportunities with the local producers.
The sector of the Handmade Carpet was highlighted during the show with the Handmade
Carpet Hosted Buyer Match-Making Event, a B2B casual networking event, held on the first
day of the show at the Design Carpet Salon in Hall W5. Handmade carpet exhibitors
participating to this event carried carpets from India, Pakistan, Iran, Nepal and Afghanistan,
while the hosted buyers who joined the program were both from China and abroad.
Events such as the World Flooring Forum, co-organized by DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR and
the China National Forest Products Association shed a light on the Chinese wood flooring
market’s status quo, while the China International WPC Development Forum 2016 gathered
domestic and international leaders in the fields of WPC production, raw material supply,
engineering, construction and research, setting up a communication platform where the
industry’s investments, developments and innovations were extensively discussed.
Environmental Sustainability and Innovative Spirit
With environmental protection and Innovation being the primary driving themes of the
show, programs such as the GreenStep Asia Awards and InnovAction were designed to
showcase new products that support these principals.

The 4th Green Step Asia Awards in cooperation with Floor Covering Weekly gave flooring
exhibitors a chance to showcase their sustainable development at all levels. The competition
open to any manufacturer in the world who has manufacturing facilities in Asia, after a
careful selection by an international authoritative and unbiased jury, comprised of Santiago
Montero - Publisher & Editor in Chief of Floor Covering Weekly, Michael Martin -- President
& CEO of the National Wood Flooring Association, Paul Kiely of the Australian Timber
Flooring Association (ATFA), Jim Gould -President of the Floor Covering Institute, Ar. Mohd
Zulhemlee bin An – President of the Malaysia Institute of Architects, Shantikumar
Mansabdar – Publisher of The Wood Portal and Lucy Upward- Editor of Hali Publications,
reached to a final list of winners in all award categories. Weihai Shanhua Carpet Group took
the trophy for the Green Pinnacle category and Zhejiang Xingyue Carpet Industry was
announced the winner of the Green Product. Zhejiang Kingdom Plastics were announced
both the winner of Green Process category and honorable mention of Green Product
category. Other honorable mentions were Beamy International for the Green Pinnacle
category and Novalis Innovative Flooring for the Green Product category and
InnovAction 2016 each year attracts a great number of enterprises following these principals
who launch their products to the global market. Online and onsite voting for the best
InnovAction products was concluded on the 23rd of March with a ceremony that awarded
the winners of the competition. Thirty companies were awarded for their innovative
products while only 3 companies made it to the top of the list winning the “Best of the Best”
award: Wuxi Fuxing Carpet for the carpet sector, Hangzhou Dasso Technology for the wood
sector and Zhejiang Hailide New Material for the resilient sector.
Co-located design shows
Concurrent events alongside related industries increase the opportunity for knowledge
exchange, education, cross marketing and networking among commercial industries that
manufacture, sell, specify and use flooring products. Out of these concurrent professional
events, two that stood out in 2016 are the Materia Exhibition and the cadex exhibition:

-

cadex, the exclusive event for architecture and design was launched successfully for the
first time parallel to DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR, with more than 50 innovative

materials suppliers and more than 10 dedicated events, conferences and seminars
that attracted some of the biggest architects, interior designers and property

developers in the industry.
-

Materia exhibition, was established in 1998 in an effort to bring closer architects and
new material producers. In 2016, during the three days of the show it brought once
more the newest material innovations from around the world for a more beautiful,
sustainable and high-quality built environment.

It is worth mentioning, as a last note, that this successful 2016 edition of DOMOTEX
asia/CHINAFLOOR provided an insightful experience to all attendees. Exhibitors had a chance
to meet professional trade visitors ranging from flooring retailers and distributors to
architects, interior designers and property developers in a larger scale than any previous
edition. They enjoyed events catered for all kinds of flooring products, practices and
technological innovations, gaining important knowledge and information for the upcoming
year.
The preparation for the 19th edition has already started and DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR
will be coming back on 21st to 23rd of March 2017 with one more international flooring event
that can’t be missed.

For more information about the show visit www.domotexasiachinafloor.com
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About DOMOTEX Worldwide:
DOMOTEX HANNOVER (January 14-17, 2017) is the world’s leading floor covering trade
show. Deutsche Messe AG Hannover organizes the show.
DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR (March 21-23, 2017 in Shanghai) is the largest international
flooring show in the Asia-Pacific region. VNU Exhibitions Asia, Build Your Dream and
Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai, a subsidiary of Deutsche Messe, jointly organize the show.
DOMOTEX Turkey (May 23-26, 2016 in Gaziantep) serves the Turkish and Middle Eastern
markets. Hannover Messe International Istanbul, a subsidiary of Deutsche Messe, organizes
the show.

